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pushed back and the cord tied with
the knot shown. The ends of the
tubing were then bound.
Common means of tightening belts
are varying the centres of shafts, as
when an electric motor has slotted
feet, or is mounted on a plate with
slotted holes, or by a third (jockey)
pulley. This can be mounted on a
swinging bracket and with a slotted
link, E, as is the case for car auxiliary
drives,. where the dynamo furnishes
the third pulley. From the straight
on the longest run correct belt tension
is about 1/2 in. push down.
Adapting jockey pulleys a round
belt can be directed as desired, F.
Pulleys X constrain the belt from the
large driving wheel in line with pulleys
Y taking the drive to pulley Z on the
vertical spindle-a type of drive which
cnatchFn; used on a small drilling
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OR LIGHT FLAT belt

drives, as
may be used in small workshops, commercial types of
fastener are usually too large and
heavy, fitting badly on the curvature of small pulleys and tending to
weaken the belts at positions where
they are joined. Generally, better
results are obtained-particularly
with leather belts-by employing a
chamfered and stitched joint or
a type of small hinge which can be
made to suit any width of belt.
If time permits, much of the initial
stretch can be taken out of a leather
belt by attaching to a beam and hanging a weight on the end for several
days. If height is wanting or the belt is
long it can pass over the beam, packed
to avoid sharp edges, and support a
pair of weights.
The belt being ready to be joined,
pulley adjustment should be let right
back and the belt wrapped round and
cut so that when joined it will run
slightly tight. It is a good plan to
lap the belt before cutting, particularly
if the pulleys are at fixed centres,
placing a small piece of steel plate
each side and gripping the joint with
self-locking pliers. This should be
done in the middle of a run with the
tension checked, adjusting as required.
Two marks, one each side of the joint
at a measured distance, then provide
means of verifying the length when
the belt is removed to make the joint.
Making various joints
For the type of joint at A, chamfering can be done with a sharp knife,
the faces coated with leather adhesive
and the joint squeezed in the vice.
When adhering it can be stitched with
strong thread, lightly scoring the
leather with a knife for the stitches to
lie flush.
For most small belts a hinged
fastener, B, is strongly recommended.
Construction is by folding sheet steel
over a piece of metal slightly thinner
than the belt. Gripped in the vice
each piece is filed to make lugs fitting
into those of the other. Held by
pliers hinge pieces and metal are
drilled right through and deeply
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On a vee pulley the diameter can
be varied by shims between the
flanges, G, as is done on Fiat 500 cars,
shims being extracted to tighten the
belt. The most famous example of
this principle was the Rudge Multi
motorcycle on which both engine and
rear wheel pulleys could be varied
while riding to provide an intinitelyvariable drive.
q
countersunk on the underside-for
screw heads to lie flush. Each piece is
fitted with two screws, shallow nuts
on the outside, and the screws lightly
riveted. A piece of round rod, burred
each end, makes the hinge pin. One
advantage of such a fastener is the
belt can be shortened by as little as
1/2 in.
A round belt may be joined by
butting its ends and driving a type
of small staple through. Alternatively,
the ends may be chamferred, C (top),
coated with adhesive, a staple fitted
and the joint bound with thread.
Again, two staples with long legs
can be passed through the belt and
turned, C (centre.) The end of each
staple projects as an eye and the
second is fitted linked into the first.
A common fastener is the screw on
hook and eye, C (bottom), made by
drilling short pieces of rod not quite
through, tapping, then filing the blind
ends each side until an eye is made,
one being cut through to form a hook.
A round belt, but to run on vee
pulleys, was once made in an emergency as at D .
Ordinary rubber
(gas) tubing was used, a strong cord
passed through the centre, the tubing
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